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Zhongli Technology

Shantou Zhongli Intelligent Technology Co.,
Ltd. has been focusing on the development
and production of drones, adhering to the
brand design concept of "exploration and
discovery, enjoying extraordinary wisdom",
exploring the beauty of intelligent
technology, let us experience the fun
brought by intelligent technology together.

Let smart technology come into your life,
Zhongli UAV, unhindered and free flight.

MADE IN CHINA
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* Please read the manual carefully before flight and keep it for future reference.
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SG907 MAX Quick start Guide
Learn more about drones before flying

• For detni'g, please refer to the instruction manual
Please ensure that tho drone and remote control batteries are fully charged before the flight.

1. Precautions for using the P TZ camera:

A Use note:
A, Please remove the protective cover from the
camera before starting this product.
B. Do not touch the gimbal camera when starting
this product! Because the gimbal is automatically
calibrated at the moment of power-on, if you touch
it without authorization, it will cause the gimbal to
fail to calibrate properly, and the gimbal calibration
function may be damaged! Please do not touch the
camera while the gimbal is being calibrated when
the power is on!

2.Remote control with drone
Tum on the power of the drone first and then the power of
the remote control. After the power of the drone remote
control is automatically synchronized.
Note: The drone is placed on a flat ground directly in front
of the remote control, and the light of the remote control
changes from flashing to steady on after the frequency
synchronization is successful.

important hint:

Drone switch

Remote control
switch

You must first correct the geomagnetism and then the
gyroscope, otherwise it will affect the normal use.

3. Geomagnetic correction
Place the drone on a horizontal surface, press and hold the indicator button (Figure 1) for 5 seconds, and then the

remote controller will make a beep to perform geomagnetic correction. At this time, the aircraft lights flash quickly,

Pick up the drone and press the indicator clockwise (Figure 2). Rotate 3-5 times, the remote control will make a

beep, and then rotate the camera down (Picture 3) 3-5 times, the remote control will make a beep of drone lights

flashing slowly, and the lights flashing slowly, the geomagnetic correction is completed!

figure 1 Long press this key figure 2
for 5 seconds

4, Drone gyroscope and gimbal level calibration
Place the drone etiii on a horizontal
surface, and press hold the
remote control for 5 seconds to

make a beep. shown in the
figure, the drone light changes from
fast flashing to slow flashing.

Drone placed horizontal

figure 3

Long press this key
for 5 seconds



5, Flight mode switch

The defmj't GPS mode (mode 2) of tho product turned on. When tho
drone not ronch gntet"teg. th0 drone cnn only unlock tho motor but
ennnot tnke o" To tnke you nood to switch tho optical now mode before
the posttionlnq ig completed Prog tho GPS button for 5 socondq (tho
switching method Shown on the right). tho qwitch tho
remote control will emit beep At thig time. tho drono not have
GPS-relnted functions (one-click return, low-powot return, uncontrolled roturn,
etc.) Pay Attention to the flying height distance to Avoid losing the drone'

Note • It is not possible to switch to optical now modo after GPS positioning ig
completed To switch. you need to turn off tho drone and romote control and restart

Long

5 ancondq

6. Drone unlock

figure 1 figure 2

7. Drone and remote control battery charging

Drone battery removal method
Press the battery buckle and remove the battery

Please keep your fingers and the machine clean
and dry before operation, otherwise the battery
may not slip out.

Remote control and drone battery charging

USB charging adapter

cable (Purchased
separately)

Battery

e Insert the plug in the correct way.

At this time, the throttle stick and the
directional stick are pushed to tho lower left
corner and the lower right comer at the same
time (Figure 1), or pushed to the lower right
corner and the lower left comer (Figure 2) at
the same time, the unlocking can be
completed, and the motor can fly after
starting.

remote control

adapter
IJSB charging

(Purchased
cable separately)

e It js recommended to use 5V 1-2A adapter for charging.

8, Know Your Remote APP
(1) Scan the QR code to downloa4 and install the APP, and support Google iOS and Android,

IOS system

Android system



find hotqpot tho drono in tho mobile phono •gotfingg-Wiréfogq LAN", click the
phone Will Automatically connoct.

the phono, ghown in tho figure betow, select the "XL-PPO-5G-•••
and connect, then open the mobile APP to use

Wi-Fi

Note. 'f you need to use the mobile APP to control the aircraft directly, you need to turn off the remote control before
using The mobiWe phone is connected to the OXL-PRO-5G-••• 

(Serial Number)" network and connected, and then youcm open the mobile APP use

XL PRO



SG907 MAX Flight Tutorial Video
The default Mode2: GPS / optizl flow dual mode when booting. When you enable the Mode2 rode. p;ease pay
to the use in outdoor open areas without high-rise buildings, high-voltage wtres and other sgnai interference
Model : Op%cal flow mode. When using this mode, you must tum off he GPS function before taking off.

Produd

Model: Optical flow 
geomagnetism gyroscope 
time, the drone automaöælty 
take off, you to pres ard 

How-to video

open After he drone and remote control are aligned, and the
tee Say on he rernote mrfrol changes from Mode0 to Model. At this

GPS Ete41ite , The automatic protection program will not be able to

GPS butbn tr 5 secords, tee rernote control Will make a •drop•, wtuch means
that the GPS can be unbdced after äkirg off-
(Note: Model opocal flow does a sries of GPS finctions such as low-power retum, one-dick return, etc
Please pay attenoon to he flight attitude when using)

Press and hoid tre GPS button for 5 semnds. the

remote contol Mll make a •drop', indicating ttat
he GPS function is tumed off

Mode? GPS I flow dual mode. suitable for outdoor open areas without Signal unerference. After drone and
rernote control are linked. the geomagnetic and gyroscopes are corrected, the display on the remote changes from

ModeO to Model , at this time drone GPS satellite search and positioning autornaticaüy (Drone seardl should be

placed in an open area when searching for satellites. and there should be no obstructions such as high-nse buildings or

cars, high-voltage power lines, or the drone will not be able to complete GPS satellite search aid positioning). etc The

number reaches about 10, the positioning is completed, the remote control a •dip•, and t•te display frequency of tie

remote control changes from Mode2 to indicate that t•te positioning is successful, and tie takeoff can be

unlocked. (Note GPS mode does not complete GPS
Before positioning, drone automabcally enables the protection program and annot take off)
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User manual

GPS
WiFi

4K full HD Image transmissjon
Farther, Faster. Clearer

foldable

Super long
fijght time

GPS
Return Home

Ultra HD
Aerial

Photograph

point of
interest

3-axis
anti-shake

and
self-stabilizing

gimbal
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Way Point
Flight

50 Time
Zooming

intelligent
APP Following

Optical flow
positioning



Innpoflatht notices and safety guidelines

YOU nre welcome to purchase our products, 'n order to mako it eagior and more convenient for you to use this drone.
please read this manual carefully before operating, and ploago keep thig manual in a safe place for futuro reference for
nd)uetment and maintenance,

Disclaimer

• This product is not a toy, but A precision device that integrates mechanical, electronic, aerodynamics, high-frequency
emission and other professional knowledge into one. It requires correct assembly and debugging to avoid accidents. The
product owner must use a safe method to operate the control; improper operation may cause serious persona' injury or
property damage.
• This product is suitable for people who have experience in operating model drones and are not less than 14 years old.
• tfyou have any questions about use, operation, maintenance, etc., please contact your local dealer or our company.
Our company and the seller are not responsible for any loss and damage caused by improper use or operation and
human injury
• The product contains small parts. Keep it out of the reach of children to avoid the danger of accidental eating or
suffocation.

laws and regulations

To avoid possible injury and loss from illegal activities, the following items must be observed:
• Never fiy near a manned aircraft, and land immediately if necessary.
• It is forbidden to use aircraft on the scene of large-scale events. These venues include but are not limited to: sports
competition venues and concerts.
• Neverfiy tn areas prohibited by local laws.
• Ensure that the aircraft will not affect the large manned aircraft on the route when flying. Always be vigilant and avoid
other arrcraff

Safety Precautions

The remote contol model IJAV is a high-risk commodity, so keep away from the crowd when flying. Improper assembly
or damage to the body, poor electronic control, and unfamiliar operation can all lead to unpredictable accidents such as
damage to tie drone or personal injury. Operators must pay attention to flight safety and understand all responsibilities
for accodents caused by their negligence.

e Keep away from obstacles and people
The remote control drone has uncertain flight speed and status when flying, and there is potential danger. When flying,

you must slay away from crowds, high-rise buildings, high-voltage power lines, etc., and avoid flying in bad weather such
as wtrtd and rain. The commissioning and installation of the drone must be operated strictly in accordance with the
operating instructions, Pay attention to maintaining a distance of 1-2 meters from the user or other people when the
drone is fiyjng. And the body, causing injury.
• Keep away from humid enVjronrnent

The of the drone is composed of many precision electronic components and mechanical parts. Therefore, it is
r.eoewary io prevent the drone from getting wet or water entering the body, so as to avoid accidents caused by
rrejanvzl and electronjc oocnponent failure. During maintenance, please wipe the surface stain with a clean cloth.

Avoid rnanjpuiatjon alone
The remote control drone control technique has certain difficulties in the early stages of learning. To avoid flying alone,

you need the guidance of expenenced people.
Proper uee of tine product
Pieaoe uoe our ongjnal parte for modification or maintenance to ensure the safety of flight. Please operate and use the

product "Itinn the permitted by the product function, and shaii not be used for any illegal purpose other than safety
regulauvne.

Safe operation
1 Pieat»e operuLe the 

ijnpropuf operation 
'Z. not uoe your 

control drone according to your state and flying skills. Fatigue, mental retardation, oc
the accidents.

can cause hearing damage.
fjorn ingnupeed rotating pali>

ti,e color iv rotating high epeeU, please Keep the pilot, surrounding people and objects away from the
ovoid danger

The i' composed of metal, fiber, plastic, electronic components and other materials, so it should
be Opt away rnuoii to prevent sunlight, deformation and even damage due to high
temperature.
• Environcneniai

Ojucard tiiie product at mil, wilioh rney neve an (rnpaca on enviJ0/)/Jtent. Please recycle properly in accocdance with
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Manual
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Il) LEI) 12) HD carnera 13) Power switch (4) Smart lithium battery
15) battery •ndcalor 16) Fan blade 171 Motor



1. Propeller installation

Please make sure that pmpetlerg are installed in the correct orientation as shown in the figure below If the installation
is inconct, the aircraft will not my normally.

2. Aircraft lithium battery

low Battery— high

1. Battery switch
2. Battery level indicator
3. USB interface

-Press and hold the power button for 3 seconds to tum on, and then press and hold the power button for 3 seconds to
tum off.
-Once the battery is in a low power state, and there is 1 light left in the battery indicator, please charge the battery
immediately to avoid unnecessary losses.

Battery installation
Push the battery into the IJAV
battery holder. After the installation
is cornplete, the battery buckle pops
up. Check to ensure that the battery
is installed in piace

Tips: If the battery is not installed
propetiy, it Is likely to cause a
drone to interrupt the power
supply and tall accident.

-8-



Battery removal

Press the battery buckto

end mmovo the battery

upwards.
Please keep your fingers
and the machine clean and

dN before operation,
otherwise the battery may
not slip out.

Drone battery charging

Battery

USB charging adapter
cable (Purchased

separately) 

Tips:
• Insert the plug in the correct way.
• It is recommended to use

5V I-2A adapter for charging.

• When charging the rechargeable battery, do not use it for children alone. It must be carried out under the
supervision of an adult. It must be kept away from flammable materials during charging. The guardian should not
leave the aircraft outside the surveillance range during charging.
• Do not short circuit or squeeze the battery to avoid explosion.
• The power supply terminals should not be taken out of the model, and the terminals should not be
short-circuited; do not short-circuit, disassemble or throw the battery into fire; do not place the battery in high
temperature and heat places (such as in a fire or near an electric heating device).
• The model can only use the recommended charger Regularly check the charger's wires, plugs, shells and other
parts for damage. If you find any damage, stop using it until the repair is complete.
• The charger is not a toy; the charger can only be used indoors.
• The battery must be charged and stored after the flight. If not in use, it is recommended to charge the battery at
least once every 3 months to avoid over-discharging the battery and permanently damaging the battery.

Reminder: The camera needs to be used with the real-time transmission APP. For the download process, please
/ ! \ refer to the APP manual, and for the camera function description, please refer to the APP.

3.PTZ camera control
By turning the PTZ button on the remote control, you can adjust the shooting angle of the PTZ camera to 110 • to
experience a better aerial photography process,
When the left button is pressed, the camera is adjusted in the direction of A; when the nght button is pressed, the
camera is adjusted in the direction of B.

-9-



Remote control part names

[7)

[12] Camera up
[13] Camera down

Remote control power switch
(21 Accelerator key/long press for 5 seconds to calibrate the gyroscope
(31 Return home
141 LCD display
(51 Video button

(61 Camera button/long press for 5 seconds to correct geomagnetism
(71 Ascend, descendi turn left, turn right
(81 One-key take-off/one-key descent
(91 GPS switch
(the default GPS mode is turned on, the GPS needs to be turned off

before the optical now mode takes off)
(101 Headless mode
(Ill Fly right and left, forward and backward

LCD display

Aircraft battery Remote control battery
RetumHeadless mode home icon Flight signal grid

Distance data

Height data

GPS switch

Slow gear

x«8J
Fast gear

Mode 1: Optical flow mode
Mode 2: GPS mode

GPS satellite number

Remote control battery charging

remote control

adapter
IJSB charging (Purchased
cable separately)

Tips:
• Insert the plug in the correct way.
e It is recommended to use 5V 1-2A adapter for charging.

Pre-flight inspection

I, Are the batteries of the remote control and drone sufficient?
2, Whether the blades are installed correctly.
3, Whet)er motor starts normally after booting.

Drone pairing

Turn on the power switch of the remote control, the indicator light

flashes. Long press the LJAV battery switch, the battery indicator

lights wili light up from left to right, the UAV light will flash, and the

remote control indicator light will change from flashing to long, and

the code matching is successful.

2

-10-



Remote control dual mode

the default Mode2: GPS / optical now dual mode when booting. When the Mode2 mode is enabled, it needs to be used
outdoors in an open placo without signal interference such as high-rise buildings and high-voltage wires.
Model: Optical now modé, When using this mode, you noed to turn oft the GPS function before taking of.
(Cannot tum off Mode 2 (GPS mode) after GPS positioning)

Geomagnetic correction function

figure 1 figure 2

€9
figure 3

After the drone is successfully linked, press and hold the remote control camera button for about 5 seconds (figure 1),
the remote control will beep once, the drone light will flash quickly, pick up the drone 1 meter from the ground and tum it
clockwise 3 (Figure 2), at this time, the remote control drops a beep and the drone is erected, the camera is facing
downward (Figure 3), and the clockwise turn of the remote control drops the drone light once every 1 second. can.

Trps: Please make sure that the take-off environment is open, and the satellite signal is greater than 7 stars before
take-ot

• Do not perform calibration in areas with strong magnetic fields, such as magnetic deposits, parking lots, construction
areas with underground steel bars, etc.
• Do not carry ferromagnetic materials with you during calibration, such as keys and mobile phones.
• Do not calibrate near large pieces of metal.

Drone gyroscope and gimbal level correction

Place the drone still on a horizontal surface, and press and hold the

remote control for 5 seconds to make a beep. As shown in the figure,

the drone light changes from fast flashing to slow flashing.

Connect with APP (mobile phone needs to support 5G-WiFi signal function)

Turn on the mobile device to scan the QR code on the APP instruction manual and download the APP. then tum on the

WIFJ function of the mobile device, select "XL-PRO-5G-••• {serial number}" in the WIFI list, and exit the interface. To

open the app,
Note: At this time, remote control is turned off, and the mobile phone app will connect to the drone in about 5

to cont-rol the drone, If the drone is not coded with the remote control after it is turned on, after the drone is

directly cont-roiled by the mobile phone, the remote control cannot be coded with the drone.

Wi-Fi

-11-



Mode switch

Mode 1, (Opticnl now 't tot indoor open nrenq. tho drono and rornoto control are 'inked,
nnd oyroeeope fire corrected, the displny on tho remoto control changnq from Mode0 to Model , and

witl notomnticn"y portorm GPS genrch entellite positioning. automatic protection program w"' not be able to take
on, you need to press nod hold the GPS button fot 6 gocondg. tho remote control omits a "dip", which means that the
GPS enn be unlocked takino off (Note. Model option' now mode dons not have a series of OPS functions such
'ow-power return, one•'ick return, etc. pay attention to the flight distance and altitude when using)

2. Mode 2: (GPS / optical now dual model It is suitable for outdoor open areas without signal interference. After the
drone and remote control are linked, the geomagnetism and the gyroscope are corrected, the display on the remote
control changes from ModeO to Model. UAV automatically performs GPS satellite search and positioning (Drone search
is placed in an open area, and there are no high-rise buildings or cars, high-voltage wires and other obstructions around
it otherwise the drone may not be able to complete the GPS satellite search and positioning ), When the number of
satellites reaches about 10, the positioning is completed, the remote control emits a "drop", the remote control display
changes from Model to Mode2 to indicate that the positioning is successful, and you can unlock the takeoff.
(Note: Before GPS mode is completed, the drone will automatically take off the protection program and it will not take
off)

Drone unlock

figure 1 figure 2

At thie urne, the throttle stick and the directional stick are pushed to the lower left corner and the lower right comer at the

earne Orne (Figure 1), or pushed to the lower right corner and the lower left corner (Figure 2) at the same time, the

uniockjng can be completed and the motor can fly after starting.

Basic, flight

Basic flight steps

1. Code i.ii€ c.onUQj drone, and the drone completes the initialization.
Z, ('eornegrjvbc caiji»raUon, (Do not need to caiibcale each lime at the same location)
3. drone is detected, unlock the drone.
4. Pubio tije UirolUe up, djone mil take Oji, and the left / cigiit joystick Wili control the altitude ot the Oone.

6, Turn off tile power of end turn ojt power switch of the cemoLe control.



Flight method

Remote Control Drone

Rise

Decline

Before

Turn Right Turn Left

Rear

Back

Go Ahead

Before

Fly Left Fly Right

Rear
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Flight mode

Onedick takeoff / landing

• Anor the drone is unlocked, press the one-button take-off
button briony, and the drone will automatically take off to hover
at height of about i .5 meters.
• When the drone ig in flight, press the one-button take-off
button briefly. and the drone will automatically land on the
ground.

Headless mode

Press the headless mode button, the remote controller will make a
"dipping" sound. When the drone is unlocked, the direction pointed by
the nose is directly in front of the flight. During the flight, rotate the drone
in the direction to direct the flight When the drone is unlocked, the
direction the nose points.

Home Retum (Not available in Mode 1 optical flow mode)

The drone has a home function. If the home point is successfulty
recorded before takeoff, the communication signal between the remote
control and the drone is lost or the home key is pressed, the drone will
automatically return to the home point and land to prevent accidents.

There are three different ways
for drones to retum home:
1. One-click retum
2. Signal retum
3. Low battery retum.

Note for return flight:
• Dunng auto return. the drone cannot
avoid obstacles.
• When GPS Signal IS not good or GPS
is not working, you cannot return to
home.

Home Point When taking off or during flight, when GPS receives 7 or more stars for the first time, it will record the
anent position of the drone as the home point.

One-click return

When the GPS signal is good (the number of satellites is greater
than 7), you can start the drone home by pressing the one-way
home button on the remote control, The home process is the same
as the uncontrolled home, Use the stick to control the drone to avoid
obstacles, Press the home button again to exit home, and the user
can regain control.

Signal return

The GPS sunai is good (the number of GPS satellites is greater than 7), the compass is working normally, and after the
drone records the home point. if the remote control Signal and the APP signal are oft for more than 6
seconds, tiVJht control system Wiji take over the control ot the drone Control the drone to fly back to the sjgnai and

Low battery return

After the drone is low-voltage, the indicato€ light will flash siowiy. At this time, the drone wili automatically return to the
vicinity of takeoff point 20 meters. (Atter the low-power drone returns to the vicinity ot the take-ott point, the height
and djst.ancz of the drone be ijmited to 20 metecs)

Reminder: The drone is in the low-power return mode. and the remote control cannot cancel the return mode.

-14-



Photo / Video

Press the remote control " " button to take a picture, the

remote control LED scroon display icon " flashes, press

the remote control " button to record, the remote control

LED screen display icon " has been slow flashing, then

press the Q" button to exit the recording

Received signal strength indication

The icon " " is the received signal strength
indication. The more the number of segments is
displayed, the stronger the signal is, and the weaker
the signal is.

Product parts

Basic parts

Upper shell

battery

wif) yersjon

Lower shell

GPS module

NB wind blade

Motherboard

remote control

Charging Cable

camera

o ooo

Rotating

White light

-15-



Doth\ panic it you encounter problems

prob lem

Mode 1 The drone motor does not
rotate. the drone cannot take off, and
the light flashes

After the GPS function is tumed off in
2 Mode 1, the drone motor can rotate and

the drone cannot take off The lights
flash quickly and slowly

After take-off in Mode 1 , the drone
S keeps blinking and cannot hover.

After taking off in Mode 2, the drone
4 keeps blinking and cannot hover. It

floats around. The remote control
always switches between Mode 1 and
Mode 2.

Mode 2 The drone motor can rotate, the
s aircraft cannot take off, the lights flash

uickl and slowl

Drone shakes a lot
6

When the picture is tilted during aerial
7 photography

So lut ion

Tho GPS function is not turned off, and the drone has a
protoction program
Pross and hold the GPS switch for 5 seconds to turn off tho
function

Recalibrate the geomagnetism after restart

The ground is too smooth and the environment is too 6a&,
will cause the optical now lens to be unstable. Please 09t a '
light and fly in a place where there is no reflection on the

GPS positioning is not good, interference is too big, please get
open, unobstructed, no high voltage wires

Recalibrate the geomagnetism after restart

The blade is deformed or damaged, it needs to be rep!acec

Land the drone to a flat ground and perform the gimba\ :evei
correction again.

Software instruction manual
Software installation instructions

1. Install the mobile client

Please scan the QR code below to download the mobile app to the corresponding website.

IOS system

Android system

2. Connect Drone WiFi
1. Power on the drone;
2, Find the drone hotspot in the phone "Settings-WLAN";
3. Click the hotspot network (no password), and the phone will connect automatically.

-16-



WI of thn mob"ö Phono, Ahown in thO figure bolow, notoct the "XL-PPO-5G-••• (geriat

And then the phono to

WI-Fl

'0

S. Recommended model configuration

(1) ios

Configuration

Product model

System version

(2) Android

Configuration

The CPU model

System version

Memory size

CPIJ usage

Recommended

iPhone 6 and above

iOS 8.0 and above

Recommended

Snapdragon 630 and above

Samsung Exynos 7420 and above

Hair division Helio X25 and above

Kirin 950 and above

Android 5.0 and above

3G and above

Occupancy rate of 25% and below

Optimal (Support 2 k)

iPhone 6 and above

iOS 9.0 and above

Optimal(Support 2 k)

Snapdragon 835 and above

Samsung Exynos 8895 and above

Hair division Helio X30 and above

Kirin 970 and above

Android 8.0 and above

6Gand above

Occupancy rate of 10% and below

Clean up tie background program, which can effectively reduce the CPU usage.

APP function introduction: When the drone is in the following environment, the fixed hover effect IS not good

Note: A drone, at the same time, only one mobile app is allowed to connect!

Note: When the drone is in the following environment, the fixed flow hovering effect of the lower lens is not good, which

will make it difficult for the drone to fly smoothly and the camera will shake.

The surface of Dimly lit Large vertical Smooth reflective Two-color stripe
the water gap ground



Introduction to the Operation Interface

tin

J" $22

can*

1.2.1 Function Description

1
Optical flow Mode/GPS Mode Revolve lens Rotate lens Album

Satellite Battery GPS VR Clarity MoreBack

Geomagnetic Interference

WiFi: Display chart signal strength;
Satellite signals:Represents current flight mode and number of satellites; Scintillation means that the current mode is the

optical fiow point, without the function of returning, following, circling and pointing. Constant light indicates current GPS

Battery: The battery status of the aircraft.

(1) 2-4 grid indicates the normal power, which can operate the returning, following, circling and pointing flight functions

normally in the GPS mode.

(2) 1 grid (flicker state) represents the current low power state, and the aircraft will perform the automatic course reversal

function. There is no following, circling and pointing flight function in low power state.

GPS information: Displays the height, distance and corresponding longitude and latitude of the current aircraft from the

reentry point
Geomagnetic interference:; Green indicates normal; yellow indicates geomagnetic interference; orange indicates strong

geomagnetic interference; red indicates strong geomagnetic interference. When the orange or red icon is displayed,

leave the current interference posiuon and recalibrate.

Revolve lens Can switch between front lens and down lens.

VR model: -Click into VR mode,
RoiÄe lens: Record the relevant parameters of each flight,

Clarity: Click to switch the video definition,

Album; Photos and videos can be viewed.

122 Function Description

Take photoe

Rocker on/off

Speed

Take-off/landjng

Unlock

Take photos; Click the button to take photos according to the

current lens (front lens or down lens).

Camera; Click the button to shoot videos according to the

current lens (front lens or down lens),

Rocker on/off; Click to switch to mobile phone control or remote

control,
Speed ; Displays the current state of fast and slow. Click

to switch to fast and slow in mobile control mode.

Unlock: After unlocking, one Key can be used to take off or drop.

Take-off/landing; After the calibration is completed, place the

aircraft horizontally and click the unlock button to start the flight

operation,
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Description

trnfectoty fright/

waypoint flight

Human
trqeklng

control

GPS
trøcklng

Surrounding

Right

One-click retum

Other Instructions

Wnypo'nt mght: In GPS modO, tho aircraft WII' ny according to the location selected
on tho map.

trajectory flight: tn optical now mode, tho aircraft w"' fly according to the gefected
position.

Human tracking: Click tho button In the optical now mode, the aircraft will follow the
target person flight. (Soo tho next page for details)
Palm control: Click tho button In tho optical flow mode, the aircraf w!" follow the
palm up and down. (900 the next page for details)
GPS tracking: In GPS mode, click this button and the aircraft will follow the flight.

Surrounding flight: In GPS mode, the aircraft nose will fly around Clockwise or
counterclockwise with the current position Of the aircraft as the center. Durfng the
surround process, you can control the rise, fall, forward, and reverse to adjust
One-click retum: In GPS mode, click to achieve one-click retum.

Human Tracking

Blue candidate boxes for the target person
appears on the screen.

(2) On the screen, tap your finger to select the target
character.

(3) After the target person is locked, the blue box will
tum red. Make sure the red box target character
is in the middle of the screen.

The tracking flight starts when the aircraft is about
2m away from the target figure.lf the target
character is lost, you need to click the target
character again.

When the red frame is more than 80% of the human area, the best effect

Palm Control

(1 ) facing the camera of aircraft,
lift it horizontally with one hand;

(2) when the palm is framed by the
red square on he App, genffy
move the palm;

(3) at this point, the aircraft will follow
the palm upward and downward
flight;

When the distance between the palm
and the camera is about 1m, can
obtain the best experience.

can be achieved.

1.244 Function Description

Holder
After tie aircraft takes off, the holder will be displayed on the
left side of screen. At this time, if you move the slider
upward, the front lens of the aircraft will move upward by a
oeüin angle; if you move the slider down, the front lens of

aircraft will move downward by a certain angle,

Rocker
The left can control the upward, downward movement. jen and
right turn of aircraft, and the right rocker can control the forward,
baoqward rrmernent of the aircraft, and it can also move the aircraft
V4wards left and right
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share
After clicking in the upper left comer

of the screen on tie control page, enter the
album interface. When you click to view a

photo or video, users can share photos or

videos to major social platforms

through CJ in the top right comer.



Gesture Recognition
Facing the front lens of the catnera, the following gestures can be triggorod to trigger the automatic canner."
camera function of the aircraft:

Take Photos by Yeah Gestures About 2m in front of tho carnera of the aircraft, hotd the Yeah gestury
one hand Oat. After the aimrgrt successfully recognized the gesture, the countdown of 3 seconds began to tRk.e
photos;

Shoot Videos by Box Gestures About 2 meters in front of the camera of the aircraft, put your hanos on the
position of the face jaw to make a square video gesture. After the aircraft has successfully recognized the
gesture, the video will start. When the gesture is recognized again, end the recording (the time difference
between recognition should be more than 3 seconds);

Shoot Videos by Palm Gestures About 2 meters in front oi ?i€craft lens, with five fingers and one hand
fiat; After the aircraft has successfully recognized the gesture, the video wig start. When the gesture is
recognized again, end the recording (the time difference between two recognf.;on should be more than 3
seconds);

Special Instructions
To ensure that the lens gets a higher recognition rate
1. Please aim the lens face to face;
2. Please fly in a good light environment;
3. Please conduct gesture recognition operation at a distance of about 2m from the lens.

In the following cases, it will result in a low lens recognition rate
1. Weak light or backlight;
2. The WiFi signal is weak or the signal is disturbed.

2 MV Interface

After clicking the button
in the upper left comer of the
screen on the control page,
enter the MV interface. In the
MV interface, you can shoot
music videos.

Rotating picture

Click this button to enable the Rotate Screen feature. At this point, the finger
swipes on the screen to rotate the image; if the finger double-clicks anywhere

on the screen, the image can be magnified in an instant
(this feature also applies when recording video).

Filter Operating lever

Photo album

Turn off MV mode

Rotate the picture

Taking pictures —

Camera

30s

Length of Recording progress bar Length of music time

recorded time
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